Abstract. Let G be a connected reductive group. The late Ramanathan gave a notion of (semi)stable principal G-bundle on a complex projective curve and constructed a projective moduli space of such objects. We generalize Ramanathan's notion and construction to the case of higher dimension, allowing also objects which we call semistable principal G-sheaves, in order to obtain a projective moduli space: a principal G-sheaf on a projective variety X is a principal G-bundle P on an open set U with codim X − U ≥ 2, a torsion free sheaf E on X and an isomorphism ψ : E|U ∼ = ad P . We say it is (semi)stable if all Killing orthogonal algebra filtrations E• of E (i.e., with
Introduction
Let X be a projective variety of dimension n over C, with a very ample line bundle O X (1), and let G be a connected algebraic reductive group. Denote G ′ = [G, G] its commutator subgroup. Let g = g ′ ⊕ z be the corresponding Lie algebra, where g ′ is the semisimple part and z is the center.
A principal GL(r, C)-bundle over X is equivalent to a vector bundle E of rank r. If X is a curve, the moduli space was constructed by Narasimhan and Seshadri [N-S, Sesh] . If dim X > 1, to obtain a projective moduli space we have to consider also torsion free sheaves, and this was done by Gieseker, Maruyama and Simpson [Gi, Ma, Si] .
Ramanathan [Ra1, Ra2, Ra3] has defined a notion of stability for principal Gbundles, and has constructed the projective moduli space of semistable principal bundles on a curve. To obtain a projective moduli space we have to generalize the notion of principal bundle, just as the notion of torsion free sheaves generalizes that of vector bundles. In this article we define, for any algebraic complex connected reductive group G, the notion of semistable and stable principal G-sheaf, and we construct a projective moduli space for these objects. Our construction proceeds by reductions to intermediate groups, as in [Ra3] , although starting the chain slightly higher, namely in a moduli of semistable tensors (as constructed in [G-S1] ). In performing these reductions we have switched to different techniques than those of [Ra3] , in particular a detailed study of the first cohomology sets of the sheafification of the groups involved (this proof has the further advantage of being simpler even for dimension 1). However, in proving properness we have been able to follow the idea of Ramanathan. As for the notion of stability, since the one of Ramanathan is essentially of slope type (negativity of the degree of some associated line bundles), we have switched to a notion in terms of Hilbert polynomials of suitable filtrations of the adjoint sheaf, and then we prove its equivalence with Ramanathan's in the case of a curve.
Definition 0.1. A principal G-sheaf P over X is a triple (P, E, ϕ) consisting of a torsion free sheaf E and homomorphism
also denoted as [·, ·] , together with a principal G-bundle P on the open set U E where E is locally free, whose adjoint semisimple Lie algebra bundle P (g ′ ) is (E| U E , ϕ| U E ). Therefore, the pair (E, ϕ) is a g ′ -sheaf, meaning that at each x ∈ U E , the homomorphism ϕ(x) : E(x) ⊗ E(x) → E(x) is, up to isomorphism, the Lie algebra structure of g ′ .
Note that a g ′ -sheaf gives a principal Aut(g ′ )-bundle P on U E . There is an equivalence between the category of g ′ -sheaves and the category of principal Aut(g ′ )-sheaves.
Remark 0.2. A principal G-sheaf can equivalently be defined as a triple (P, E, ψ) given by a principal G-bundle P on the big open set U E ⊂ X (i.e., such that codim(X − U E ) ≥ 2), a torsion free sheaf E on X, and an isomorphism ψ : E| U E ∼ = P (g ′ ) (cfr. proposition 0.22).
Remark 0.3. An equivalent definition -more natural, but less operative-would be obtained by replacing E by E ⊕ z X (trivial bundle on X with fiber the center z of g), being then (E ⊕ z X )| U E the adjoint Lie algebra bundle P (g).
We have G/G ′ ∼ = C * q . Then, given a principal G-sheaf, the principal bundle P (G/G ′ ) obtained by extension of structure group gives q line bundles on U , and since U is big, these line bundles extend uniquely to line bundles on X. Let d 1 , . . . , d q ∈ H 2 (X, C) be their Chern classes. The rank r of E is clearly the dimension of g ′ . Let c i be the Chern classes of E.
Definition 0.4 (Numerical invariants).
We call the data τ = (d 1 , . . . , d q , c i ) the numerical invariants of the principal G-sheaf (P, E, ϕ). The data (c i ) are called the numerical invariants of the g ′ -sheaf (E, ϕ).
Definition 0.5 (Killing form). The Killing form κ associated to a g ′ -sheaf is the composition
Definition 0.6. (See also equivalent definition 0.16) A balanced filtration of a g ′ -sheaf (E, ϕ) is a filtration E • of E · · · ⊆ E n ⊆ E n+1 ⊆ · · · with E i 0 = 0 and E i 1 = E for some i 0 and i 1 , and such that i rk(E i ) = 0 for
A balanced filtration is said to be an algebra filtration if furthermore
for all i, j.
A balanced filtration is called an orthogonal filtration if E ⊥ i = E −i , where the Killing orthogonal E ⊥ i is defined as the kernel of the composition E ֒→ E ∨∨ k ∼ = E ∨ → E ∨ i . As usual, the filtration is called saturated if E i+1 /E i is torsion free for all i. If P is a polynomial, we write P ≺ 0 if P (m) < 0 for m ≫ 0, and analogously for " " and "≤". We also use the usual convention: whenever "(semi)stable" and "(≤)" appear in a sentence, two statements should be read: one with "semistable" and "≤" and another with "stable" and "<".
Definition 0.7. (See also equivalent definition 0.19) A principal G-sheaf P = (P, E, ϕ) is said to be (semi)stable if the g ′ -sheaf is, in the sense that for all balanced algebra filtrations it is
(rP E i − r i P E )( )0.
where P E , r, P E i , r i always denote the Hilbert polynomials with respect to O X (1) and ranks or E and E i .
As usual, in definition 0.7 it is enough to consider saturated filtrations. We will see in corollary 5.8 that this is equivalent to requiring this condition for all orthogonal algebra filtrations of the sheaf E. In proposition 1.8 we prove that this is equivalent to the condition that the associated tensor
is (semi)stable (in the sense of [G-S1] ). Replacing the Hilbert polynomials P E and P E i by degrees we obtain the notion of slope-(semi)stability, the inequality for slope-semistability becoming then deg E i ≤ 0 for all i, and it is slope stable if furthermore there is some i for which deg E i < 0. This will be shown in section 5 to be equivalent to the Ramanathan's notion of (semi)stability [Ra2, Ra3] of the rational principal G-bundle P (section 5 has been written at the end just to avoid interruption of the argument of the article, and we refer sometimes to it as a sort of appendix). Clearly slope-stable =⇒ stable =⇒ semistable =⇒ slope-semistable Let P = (P, E, ϕ) be a semistable principal G-sheaf on X. A balanced algebra filtration E • of E which is an admissible filtration, i.e. having (rP E i − r i P E ) = 0, provides a reduction P Q of P to a parabolic subgroup Q ⊂ G (lemma 5.3). Let Q ։ L be its Levi quotient, and L ֒→ Q ⊂ G a splitting. We call the principal G-sheaf ⊕ E i , ⊕ϕ i,j :
the associated admissible deformation of P. If we iterate this process, it stops after a finite number of steps, i.e., a semistable G-sheaf grad P (only depending on P) is obtained such that all its admissible deformations are isomorphic to itself (cfr. proposition 4.3).
Definition 0.8. Two semistable G-sheaves P and P ′ are said S-equivalent if grad P ∼ = grad P ′ .
Preliminaries
Notation. If f : Y → Y ′ is a morphism, we denote f : X × Y → X × Y ′ . If X, Y , Z are schemes, then p X , p Y ×Z , etc... denote the corresponding projections from X×Y ×Z. If E S is a torsion free sheaf on X×S, we denote E S (m) := E S ⊗p * X O X (m). Recall that in theétale topology, a cover of a scheme U is a finite collection of morphisms {f i : U i → U } i∈I such that each f i isétale, and U is the (set theoretic) union of the images of the f i .
Given a principal G-bundle P → Y and an action σ of G in a scheme F , we denote
the associated fiber bundle. If the action σ is clear from the context, we will write P (F ) . If σ is a character of the group, we will denote by P (σ) the corresponding line bundle.
Definition 0.10. Let ρ : H −→ G be a homomorphism of groups, and let P be a principal G-bundle on a scheme Y . A reduction of structure group of P to H is a pair (P H , ψ), where P H is a principal H-bundle on Y and ψ is an isomorphism between ρ * P H and P .
Let p : Y −→ S be a morphism of schemes, and let P S be a principal G-bundle on the scheme Y . Define the functor of families of reductions
where P H T is a principal H-bundle on Y T := Y × S T and ψ T : ρ * P H T −→ P T is an isomorphism, where P T := P S × S T , and two pairs (P H T , ψ T ) and (Q H T , φ T ) are isomorphic if there is an isomorphism α and a commutative diagram
If ρ is injective, then Γ(ρ, P S ) is a sheaf, and it is in fact representable by a scheme S ′ → S, locally of finite type [Ra3, lemma 4.8.1] . If ρ is not injective, this functor might not be a sheaf, so we define the sheafification Γ(ρ, P) with respect to theétale topology on (Sch /S).
Lemma 0.11. Let Y be a scheme, and let f :
) is very ample (taking a multiple if necessary).
Let p : X × Y → Y be the projection to the second factor. There exists N ′ such that if m ′ > N ′ , the zeroes of
define a closed subscheme Z ⊂ Y and this subscheme is independent of m ′ .
The scheme Z has the following universal property: Given a cartesian diagram
Proof. Since F is Y -flat, taking m ′ large enough, p * F(m ′ ) is locally free. Since the question is local on Y , we can shrink Y and assume that Y = Spec A and p * F(m ′ ) is a free A-module. Now, since Y is affine, the homomorphism (0.2) of sheaves on Y is equivalent to a homomorphism of A-modules
The zero locus of f i is defined by the ideal I i ⊂ A image of f i , thus
Then the zero scheme of (f 1 , . . . , f n ) is given by the ideal I = I i , hence Z ′ m ′ is a closed subscheme.
Since O X (1) is very ample, if m ′′ > m ′ we have an injection p * F(m ′ ) ֒→ p * F(m ′′ ) (and analogously for K), hence Z m ′′ ⊂ Z m ′ , and since Y is noetherian, there exists N ′ such that if m ′ > N ′ we get a scheme Z independent of m ′ .
To check the universal property first we will show that if h * f = 0 then h factors through Z. Since the question is local on S we take S = Spec(B), and the morphism h is locally given by a ring homomorphism A → B. Since F is flat over Y , for m ′ large enough the natural homomorphism α :
Lemma 0.12. Let E and F be coherent sheaves on a scheme Y , and L a locally free sheaf on Y . There is a natural isomorphism
Proof. Given a homomorphism ϕ : E ⊗ F → L, we can construct, because L is locally free, a homomorphism ψ : E → F ∨ ⊗ L by sending a local section e of E to ϕ(e, ·) (this definition makes sense because L is locally free). Conversely, given a homomorphism ψ :
where the second map is the natural pairing. It is easy to check that these constructions are inverse to each other.
Lemma 0.13. Let E be a torsion free sheaf of rank r on a scheme Y . Then there is a natural isomorphism
Proof. Using lemma 0.12, the natural homomorphism
Note that both sides are reflexive sheaves, and this homomorphism is an isomorphism on the big open set U where E is locally free. It follows that both sides are isomorphic, because there is a unique extension of a locally free sheaf on a big open set U to a reflexive sheaf on X [Ha2, prop 1.6(iii)].
Combining lemmas 0.12 and 0.13 we obtain the following Corollary 0.14. Let E be a torsion free sheaf of rank r on a scheme Y , and L a locally free sheaf on Y . Then, giving a homomorphism
is equivalent to giving a homomorphism
which is skew-symmetric in the last r−1 entries, i.e. which induces a homomorphism on E ⊗ E ⊗ r−1 E.
In our applications, L will be a line bundle. Note that φ is a tensor as defined in [G-S1] . For convenience of the reader, we will give the definition of tensor in the particular case which is needed in this article. (E, φ) , where E is a coherent sheaf on X and φ is a morphism
Definition 0.15 (Tensor). A tensor is a pair
which is not identically zero. Let (E, φ) and (E ′ , φ ′ ) be two tensors with P E = P E ′ . An isomorphism between (E, φ) and (E ′ , φ ′ ) is a pair (α, β) where α : E −→ E ′ is an isomorphism of sheaves, β ∈ C * , and the following diagram commutes
In particular, (E, φ) and (E, λφ) are isomorphic for λ ∈ C * .
The notion of balanced -and of algebra, and of orthogonal-filtration can be equivalently defined in terms of strictly increasing filtrations as follows
A balanced filtration is an orthogonal filtration if the integers
These notions are equivalent to the ones -more natural but less operative-given in the introduction (definition 0.6). Indeed, from a filtration E • as in definition 0.6, we obtain a filtration E λ• as in definition 0.16 by just deleting, from 0 onwards, all nonstrict inclusions. Reciprocally, from E λ• we recover E • by defining E n = E λ i(n) , where i(n) is the maximum index with λ i(n) ≤ n.
Let I s = {1, . . . , t + 1} ×s be the set of all multi-indexes I = (i 1 , . . . , i s ) of cardinality s. Define
Definition 0.17 (Stability for tensors). Let δ be a polynomial of degree at most n − 1 and positive leading coefficient. We say that (E, φ) is δ-(semi)stable if for all balanced filtrations
Recall that we assume φ is not identically zero. It is easy to check that if (E, φ) is semistable, then E is torsion free. In this definition, it suffices to consider saturated filtrations, and with rk(E λ i ) < rk(E λ i+1 ) for all i.
Definition 0.18 (Family of tensors).
A family of δ-(semi)stable tensors parametrized by a scheme S is a triple (E S , φ S , N ) consisting of a torsion free sheaf E S on X × S, flat over S, that restricts to a torsion free sheaf with fixed Hilbert polynomial P on every slice X × s, a line bundle N on S and a morphism φ S
such that, for the restriction of this morphism to the slice X × s at every closed s
In the introduction we gave a definition of (semi)stability for principal G-sheaves, or just g ′ -sheaves. Now we will give an obviously equivalent definition, more suited for the proofs. 
Definition 0.20 (Family of g ′ -sheaves). A family of (semi)stable g ′ -sheaves with fixed numerical invariants τ (Chern classes) parametrized by S is a pair
where E S is a torsion free sheaf on X × S, flat over S, and ϕ S is a homomorphism such that 1. ϕ S : E S ⊗ E S −→ E ∨∨ S is antisymmetric 2. ϕ S satisfies the Jacobi identity and for all closed points s ∈ S, the corresponding
∨∨ is a (semi)stable g ′ -sheaf with numerical invariants τ .
An isomorphism between two families of g ′ -sheaves is an isomorphism α :
Note that the natural homomorphism between ((E ∨∨ ) s ) ∨∨ and (E s ) ∨∨ is an isomorphism because they are both reflexive sheaves and this homomorphism is an isomorphism when restricted to the big open set U Es ⊂ X where E s is locally free.
To give a precise definition of the Jacobi identity, first define a homomorphism
where the last map comes from the natural pairing of the first two factors. Then we define
and we require J = 0.
Remark 0.21. Since conditions 1 and 2 in 0.20 are closed, it is not enough to check that they are satisfied for all closed points of S, because S could be nonreduced.
Consider a family of g ′ -sheaves parametrized by S
as follows.
Note that the natural homomorphism between (f * (E ∨∨ S )) ∨∨ and (f * E S ) ∨∨ is an isomorphism because they are both reflexive sheaves and this homomorphism is an isomorphism when restricted to the big open set U E S ′ ⊂ X × S ′ where E S ′ is locally free. Let P be a principal G-bundle on a scheme Y . Let g = z⊕g ′ be the decomposition of the Lie algebra in semisimple part and center. We define its semisimple Lie algebra bundle as the pair
where P (g ′ ) is the vector bundle associated to P and the adjoint representation on g ′ , and ϕ is given by the Lie algebra structure. If β : P −→ P ′ is an isomorphism of principal G-bundles, we define
to be the induced isomorphism between the Lie algebra bundles.
In the abstract and the introduction we mentioned an alternative definition for a principal G-sheaf: a triple (P, E, ψ) as in remark 0.2. A family of such triples is a triple (P S , E S , ψ E ) where E S is a locally free sheaf on X × S, P S is a principal G-bundle on the big open set U E S where E S is locally free, and ψ : P S (g ′ ) → E S | U is an isomorphism of vector bundles. An isomorphism between two such families (P S , E S , ψ S ) and (
such that the following diagram is commutative
There is a canonical bijection (given in the proof below) between isomorphism classes of families of principal G-sheaves (P S , E S , ϕ S ) and isomorphism classes of triples (P S , E S , ψ S ).
Proof. We start with a triple (P S , E S , ψ S ). The vector bundle P S (g ′ ) on U = U E S has a Lie algebra structure. Using the isomorphism ψ S , this Lie algebra structure can be seen as a section ϕ U over U of
where the two isomorphisms follow from the fact that E is locally free on U.
, where the two equalities follow from corollary 0.14. The triple (P S , E S , ϕ S ) is a family of principal G-sheaves.
Conversely, let (P S , E S , ϕ S ) be a family of principal G-sheaves. By definition, there is an isomorphism ψ S : E S | U −→ P S (g ′ ), hence we obtain a triple (P S , E S , ϕ S ). It is easy to check that these two constructions give maps between isomorphism classes, they are inverse to each other, and hence they give the bijection.
Definition 0.23 (Family of principal G-sheaves). Let G be a connected complex reductive group. Let g ′ be the semisimple part of the Lie algebra g of G. A family of semistable principal G-sheaves with numerical invariants τ parametrized by a scheme S is a triple (P S , E S , ϕ S ) where (E S , ϕ S ) is a family of g ′ -sheaves parametrized by S and P S is a principal bundle on U E S ⊂ X × S, the open subset where E S is locally free, such that Lie
Furthermore, it is asked that for all closed points s ∈ S the corresponding principal G-sheaf is semistable with numerical invariants τ .
An isomorphism of families of principal G-sheaves P S and P ′ S is an isomorphism β : P −→ P ′ such that Lie ′ (β) can be extended to an isomorphism between (E S , ϕ S ) and (E ′ S , ϕ ′ S ). More precisely, there is an isomorphism
′ S ) and isomorphisms ψ 1 and ψ 2 such that the following diagram is commutative We end this section by extending to principal sheaves some well known definitions and properties of principal bundles. Let m : H × T −→ T be action of an algebraic group H on a scheme T . Let p T : H × T −→ T be the projection to the second factor.
Definition 0.25 (Universal family). Let P T be a family of principal G 1 -sheaves parametrized by T . Assume that there is a lifting of the action of H to P T , i.e. there an isomorphism
1. Given a family P S parametrized by S and a point s ∈ S, there is an open neighborhood i : S 0 ֒→ S of s and a morphism t :
2. Given two morphisms t 1 , t 2 : S −→ T and an isomorphism β :
Then we say that P T is a universal family with group H for the functor F τ
We say that T is a universal space with group H for the functor F if the sheaf F is isomorphic to T /H.
It is H-equivariant when we provide Y with the trivial action.
Definition 0.28 (Good quotient). A morphism f : T −→ Y is a good quotient for the action of H on T if 1. f is surjective, affine and H-equivariant, when we provide Y with the trivial action. 
Proposition 0.32. Let T be a universal space with group H for F , and let f :
and the following homomorphism is an isomorphism
Assume that the functor Γ(ρ, P T ) is represented by a scheme M . Then 1. There is a natural action of H on M , making it a universal space with group M for the functor
the action of H lifts to the family P M given by Γ(ρ, P T ), and then P M becomes a universal family with group H for the functor F τ
Proof. Analogous to [Ra3, lemma 4 .10].
Construction of R and R1
Given a principal G-bundle, we obtain a pair (E, ϕ : E ⊗ E −→ E), where E = P (g ′ ) is the vector bundle associated to the adjoint representation of G on the semisimple part g ′ of the Lie algebra of G, and ϕ is given by the Lie algebra structure. To obtain a projective moduli space we have to allow E to become a torsion free sheaf. For technical reasons, when E is not locally free, ϕ will take values in E ∨∨ .
The first step to construct the moduli space is the construction of a scheme parameterizing semistable based g ′ -sheaves, i.e. triples (q :
, where V is a fixed vector space, m is a suitable large integer depending only on the numerical invariants, and (E, ϕ) is a semistable g ′ -sheaf.
First we will see that a g ′ -sheaf can be described as a tensor in the sense of [G-S1], where a notion of (semi)stability for tensors is given, depending on a polynomial δ of degree at most n − 1 and positive leading coefficient. In this article we will always assume that δ has degree n − 1. Then we will check that the (semi)stability of the g ′ -sheaf coincides with the δ-(semi)stability of the corresponding tensor, so that we can apply the results of [G-S1].
Lemma 1.1. Let G be a connected reductive algebraic group. Let P be a principal G-bundle and let E = P (g) be the adjoint vector bundle, i.e. the vector bundle associated to P by the adjoint representation of G on its Lie algebra g.
Proof. The decomposition g = g ′ ⊕ z in semisimple part g ′ and center z gives a decomposition E = P (g ′ ) ⊕ P (z). Since P (z) is trivial, it is enough to prove that det
where the orthogonal structure on g ′ is given by its nondegenerate Killing form. Note that P (g ′ ) is obtained by extension of structure group using the composition
Since G is connected, the image of G in O(g ′ ) lies in the connected component of identity, i.e. in SO(g ′ ). Hence P (g ′ ) admits a reduction of structure group to SO(g ′ ), and thus det
Definition 1.2 (Lie tensor). A family of Lie tensors parametrized by S is a family of tensors of the form
, where E S is a torsion free sheaf on X × S, flat over S, N is a line bundle on S, and φ S is a homomorphism such that 1. φ S is skew-symmetric in the last r − 1 entries, i.e. it induces a homomorphism on E S ⊗ E S ⊗ r−1 E S 2. The homomorphism ϕ S : E S ⊗ E S −→ E ∨∨ S ⊗ N associated to φ by corollary 0.14 is antisymmetric 3. ϕ S satisfies the Jacobi identity
Construction 1.3 (Lie algebra associated to Lie tensor). Consider a family of Lie tensors
such that for all s ∈ S and x ∈ U Es , ϕ s (x) is a Lie algebra structure on the fiber E s (x).
Since we are assuming that our tensors have determinant isomorphic to O X , if S = Spec C then det(E) ⊗ p * S N is isomorphic to O X , then E ∼ = F and the above construction gives a bijection between isomorphism classes of g ′ -sheaves (E, ϕ : E ⊗ E → E ∨∨ ) and isomorphism classes of Lie tensors (E, φ : E ⊗r+1 → O X ) whose associated Lie algebra is g ′ . Now we are going to check that the corresponding (semi)stability notions coincide. If we want to relate the corresponding functors (i.e., if S is arbitrary) then it will be important to distinguish between E S and F S .
Given a g ′ -sheaf (E, ϕ) and a balanced filtration E λ• , define
Proof. For a general x ∈ X let e 1 , . . . , e r be the adapted basis to the flag E λ• (x), thus giving a splitting
. . . ∧ e r = 0 for some
We will need the following result, due to Ramanathan [Ra3, lemma 5.5 .1], whose proof we recall for the convenience of the reader. Lemma 1.5. Let W be a vector space. A Lie algebra structure on W gives a point in
the Lie algebra is semisimple, this point is GIT-semistable for the natural action of SL(W ) and linearization in
Choose an arbitrary linear space isomorphism between W and W ∨ . This gives an isomorphism (W ⊗ W ) ∨ ∼ = End(W ). Define the determinant map det :
and it is nonzero when evaluated on the point f corresponding to a semisimple Lie algebra, because it is the determinant of the Killing form. Hence this point is GIT-semistable.
and µ(ϕ, E λ• ) = 0 if and only if it is an algebra filtration.
Proof. Since E ∨∨ is torsion free, the formula (1.3) is equivalent to
where x is a general point of X, so that E is locally free on x and E λ• induces a vector bundle filtration near x. Fixing a Lie algebra isomorphism between the fiber E(x) and g ′ , the filtration E λ• induces a filtration on g ′ . Consider a vector space splitting g ′ = ⊕g ′ λ i of this filtration and a basis
Let a n lm be the homogeneous coordinates of this point, i.e. [v l , v m ] = n a n lm v n . The monoparametric subgroup acts as
: a n lm = 0 By lemma 1.5, the point ϕ g ′ is semistable under the SL(g ′ ) action because it corresponds to a semisimple Lie algebra, hence
, but this contradicts the fact that E λ• is an algebra filtration. Proof. Let E be a torsion free sheaf not slope-semistable. Consider its HarderNarasimhan filtration
is semistable for all i = 1, . . . , t + 1, and (F ) is the slope of the sheaf F . Define the weights
(the factor r! is used to make sure that λ i is integer). Then the Harder-Narasimhan filtration becomes a weighted filtration
Since deg(E) = 0 (by lemma 1.1), it follows that this filtration is balanced. Now we will check that it is an algebra filtration. Given a triple (λ i , λ j , λ k ), with λ i +λ j < λ k , we have to show that [
Let k ′ be the minimum integer for which
We have to show that k ′ ≤ k. By definition of k ′ , the following composition is nonzero
It is well known that if a homomorphism F 1 → F 2 between two torsion free sheaves is nonzero, then µ min (F 1 ) ≤ µ max (F 2 ) (for a proof, see for instance [ABi, prop 2.8] ), hence we have
Using (1.7) and the fact that
, the left hand side is equal to
Since the quotient E ∨∨
is slope-semistable, the right hand side is
Hence the inequality (1.8) becomes
and then we have λ k ′ −1 < λ k , hence k ′ ≤ k, and we conclude that the HarderNarasimhan filtration is a weighted algebra filtration. Assume now that the g ′ -sheaf (E, ϕ) is semistable. The condition of semistability for this weighted algebra filtration is
we get a polygon, called the Harder-Narasimhan polygon. Condition (1.6) means that this polygon is (strictly) convex. Since d = 0 (and d λ 1 > 0), this implies that
This contradicts (1.9), i.e. the semistability of the g ′ -sheaf (E, ϕ). Now assume that (E, φ) is a δ-semistable tensor. Hence the Harder-Narasimhan filtration (1.5) satisfies
By lemma 1.6, since the Harder-Narasimhan filtration is an algebra filtration, we have µ(ϕ, E λ• ) = 0. By lemma 1.4, µ tens (φ, E λ• ) = 0, hence (1.11) becomes (1.9), and again this is contradicted by (1.10), hence (E, φ) is a δ-unstable tensor. Proposition 1.8. Let (E, ϕ : E ⊗ E → E ∨∨ ) be a g ′ -sheaf and let (E, φ : E ⊗r+1 → O X ) be the associated tensor. Then the following conditions are equivalent
Recall that δ is a polynomial of degree n − 1 with positive leading coefficient.
Proof. Assume that (E, φ) is δ-semistable. By lemma 1.7, E is slope semistable. Let E λ• be a balanced algebra filtration. Then µ tens (φ, E λ• ) = µ(ϕ, E λ• ) = 0 (lemma 1.4 and lemma 1.6), hence inequality (0.5) becomes (0.7). Conversely, assume that the principal G-bundle is (semi)stable, and consider a weighted filtration. We have to show that (0.5) is satisfied. If the filtration is an algebra filtration, then µ(ϕ, E λ• ) = 0 by lemma 1.6, hence (0.5) holds. If it is not an algebra filtration, then µ(ϕ, E λ• ) < 0 (again by lemma 1.6). Since E is slopesemistable, we have rd λ i − r λ i d ≤ 0 for all i. Denote by τ /(n − 1)! the coefficient of t n−1 in δ. Recall that we always assume that τ > 0. Then the leading coefficient of the polynomial of (0.5) becomes
and then (0.5) holds.
We are going to consider now tensors of the form
with fixed rank r, Chern classes c i (F ) = c i and det F ∼ = O X . In [G-S1] we choose a suitably large integer m (depending only on the polarization and numerical invariants of F ) and a vector space V of dimension h 0 (F (m)). Let H be the Hilbert scheme classifying quotients V ⊗ O X (−m) −→ F , where F is a torsion free sheaf as above. Let B = H 0 (O X ((r + 1)m)) and P = P((V ⊗r+1 ) ∨ ⊗ B). We construct a projective parameter scheme Z ⊂ H × P with a polarization O Z (1), a torsion free sheaf F Z on X × Z and a homomorphism
where p P is the composition of the inclusion and projection p P : Z ֒→ H × P −→ P . The scheme Z has an open dense set Z ss that represents the sheafification of the functor
associating to a scheme S (of finite type over C) the set of equivalence classes of families of δ-semistable "based" tensors
where q S is a surjection inducing an isomorphism
and (F S , φ S , N ) is a family of δ-semistable tensors with fixed rank r, Chern classes c i (F ) = c i and det
where L is the pullback of a line bundle on S. Proposition 1.9. There is a closed subscheme R of Z ss representing the sheafification of the subfunctor of (1.13)
where Proof. Let (q Z ss , F Z ss , φ Z ss : F ⊗r+1 Z ss → p * Z ss N, N ) be the tautological family on Z ss coming from (1.12). For each pair (i, j) with 1 ≤ i < j ≤ r + 1, let
be the homomorphism obtained from φ Z ss by interchanging the factors i and j. Let Z ij ⊂ Z ss be the zero subscheme defined by φ Z ss + σ ij (φ Z ss ) using lemma 0.11. Finally define
From the universal property of Z ij (lemma 0.11) it follows that for a family satisfying item (1) of definition 1.2, the classifying morphism into Z ss factors through Z skew . Furthermore, the restriction of the tautological family to Z skew satisfies item (1), hence by corollary 0.14 we have a family parametrized by Z skew
The closed subscheme ("antisymmetric locus") Z asym ⊂ Z skew is defined as the zero subscheme of ϕ Z skew + σ 12 (ϕ Z skew ) given by lemma 0.11. It follows that if a family satisfies items (1) and (2) of definition 1.2, then the classifying morphism factors through Z asym , and furthermore the restriction of the tautological family to Z asym satisfies items (1) and (2).
Let J be the homomorphism defined as in (1.1) using the family (1.16). Note that this homomorphism is zero if and only if the associated homomorphism (lemma 0.12)
is zero. Finally define the closed subscheme R ⊂ Z asym as the zero subscheme of J ′ given in lemma 0.11. It follows that if a family satisfies items (1) to (3) of definition 1.2, then the classifying morphism will factor through R, and furthermore the restriction of the tautological family to R satisfies items (1) to (3). The criteria for stability follows from [G-S1].
Proposition 1.10. There is a subscheme R 1 ⊂ R representing (the sheafification of ) the subfunctor of (1.15) 
Let κ be the Killing form (definition 0.5)
This induces a homomorphism κ ′ : det E R −→ det E ∨ R . Recall from (1.14) that det(E R ) is the pullback of a line bundle from R, and hence κ ′ is constant along the fibers of π : X × R → R. Hence κ ′ is nonzero on an open set of the form X × W , where W ⊂ R is an open set.
A point (q, E, ϕ) ∈ R belongs to W if and only if for all x ∈ U E the Lie algebra (E(x), ϕ(x)) is semisimple, because the Killing form is nondegenerate if and only if the Lie algebra is semisimple. Now we will show that the open set W is in fact equal to R. Let (q, E, ϕ : E ⊗ E −→ E ∨∨ ) be a based tensor corresponding to a point in R − W . Then the Killing form h : E ⊗ E −→ O X is degenerate. Let E 1 be the kernel of the homomorphism induced by h
By lemma 1.7, E is slope-semistable, thus E ∨ is slope-semistable, and hence E 1 is also slope-semistable of degree 0. Note that E 1 is a solvable ideal of E, i.e., the fibers of E 1 are solvable ideals of the fibers of E (over points where both sheaves are locally free) [Se2, proof of thm 2.1 in chp VI]. Since E 1 ⊗ E 1 (modulo torsion) and E ∨∨ 1 are slope semistable of degree zero, the image E ′ 2 = [E 1 , E 1 ] of the Lie bracket homomorphism ϕ :
It is a slope-semistable subsheaf of E of degree zero.
.. are all slope-semistable sheaves of degree zero. Since E 1 is solvable, we arrive eventually to a non-zero sheaf E ′ of degree zero, that is an abelian ideal of E.
We claim that the filtration E λ 1 = E ′ ⊂ E λ 2 = E with λ 1 = rk E ′ − r and λ 2 = rk E ′ contradicts the δ-semistability of (E, ϕ).
To prove this we need to calculate µ(ϕ, E λ• ) (cf. (1.3). We have to see which triples (i, j, k) are relevant to calculate the minimum, i.e. for which triples [
If E ′ is in the center, then this bracket is zero, hence (1, 2, k) is not relevant. On the other hand, if E ′ is not in the center, then [E ′ , E] = 0, hence (1, 2, 1) is relevant, and the associated weight is λ 1 + λ 2 − λ 1 = rk(E ′ ) > 0. Since E is not abelian, we have [E, E] = 0. There are two possibilities: if [E, E] ⊂ E ′∨∨ , then (1, 2, 1) is relevant and the weight is λ 2 + λ 2 − λ 1 = rk(E ′ ) + rk(E) > 0. Otherwise (1, 2, 2) is relevant, and the weight is λ 2 + λ 2 − λ 2 = rk(E ′ ) > 0. Summing up, we see that
Since deg(E ′ ) = deg(E) = 0, the leading coefficient of
is positive, hence (E, ϕ) is δ-unstable and the claim is proved, so we have proved that W = R. Now assume that we have two based g ′ -sheaves (q, E, ϕ) and (q ′ , E ′ , ϕ ′ ) belonging to the same connected component of R, and x ∈ U E , x ′ ∈ U E ′ . Then we have
as Lie algebras, by the rigidity of semisimple Lie algebras [Ri] . Hence R 1 is the union of the connected components of R with (E(x), ϕ(x)) ∼ = g ′ .
We will denote by E R 1 the tautological family of g ′ -sheaves parametrized by R 1 obtained by restricting (1.18).
Giving a family of (semi)stable g ′ -sheaves is equivalent to giving a family of (semi)stable principal Aut(g ′ )-sheaves. By proposition 1.8, the (semi)stability condition for a Lie tensor and the corresponding g ′ -sheaf coincide, hence (E R 1 , ϕ R 1 ) gives a family of semistable principal Aut(g ′ )-sheaves.
Recall that H is the Hilbert scheme classifying quotients V ⊗ O X (−m) −→ F (of fixed Chern classes), P = P (V ⊗r+1 ) ∨ ⊗ H 0 (O X ((s + 1)m)) and , by construction, we have
be the universal automorphism. Let π 1 , π 2 be the projections to the two factors of GL(V ) × R 1 . The group GL(V ) acts on R 1 , and this action lifts to F R 1 and p * O P (1), giving isomorphisms (Λ, B)
between the pullbacks of the family of Lie tensors (F R 1 , φ R 1 ) by the action σ : GL(V ) × R 1 → R 1 and the projection π 2 to the second factor. Since the action lifts to F R 1 and p * O P (1), it also lifts to E R 1 . An element λ in the center of GL(V ) acts trivially on R 1 , hence PGL(V ) acts on R 1 . The element λ acts as multiplication by λ on F R 1 and as multiplication by λ −r−1 on O P (−1), hence it acts trivially on E R 1 . Hence the action on E R 1 factors through an action of PGL(V )
where m : PGL(V )× R 1 → R 1 is the action and p 2 is the projection of PGL(V )× R 1 to the second factor. This gives a lift of the PGL(V ) action on R 1 to the family E R 1 .
Proposition 1.11. This action makes (E R 1 , ϕ R 1 ) a universal family with group PGL(V ) for the functor F τ Aut(g ′ ) .
Proof. Let (E S , ϕ S ) be a family of semistable g ′ -sheaves. Shrink S so that det E S ∼ = O X×S . Using this isomorphism and corollary 0.14 we obtain a family of semistable Lie tensors (E S , φ S : E ⊗r+1 S → O X×S ). By proposition 1.10, after shrinking S there is a morphism f : S → R 1 such that the pullback (E f , φ f ) of the family of Lie tensors parametrized by R 1 is isomorphic to (E S , φ S ), hence the families of g ′ -sheaves associated by construction 1.3 are isomorphic. Now we are going to check the second item in the definition of universal family. Let t 1 , t 2 : S → R 1 be two morphisms, and let α : E 2 → E 1 be an isomorphism between the two pullbacks (E 1 , ϕ 1 ) of the (E 2 , ϕ 2 ) of E R 1 under t 1 and t 2 . We have to find a morphism h : S → PGL(V ) such that t 2 = h[t 1 ] and (h × t 1 ) * Λ = α. Since the question is local on S, we may shrink S along the proof. By pulling back the family (F R 1 , φ R 1 ), these morphisms also give two families of semistable based Lie tensors (q 1 , F 1 , φ 1 ) and (q 2 , F 2 , φ 2 ).
By definition of E R 1 , we have
implies the commutativity of
and hence the pair (α ′ , β) gives an isomorphism between (F 1 , φ 1 ) and (F 2 , φ 2 ). Using the based Lie tensors (q 1 , F 1 , φ 1 ) and (q 2 , F 2 , φ 2 ), let g i = p S * (q i (m)), i = 1, 2, and
This isomorphism can be seen as a morphism h ′ : S → GL(V ). By construction, it is t 2 = h ′ [t 1 ], and (α ′ , β) is the pullback of the isomorphism (1.20) by h ′ × t 1 . Denote by h : S → PGL(V ) the composition with the projection to PGL(V ). Then we have t 2 = h[t 1 ], and α is the pullback of the left arrow in (1.21) by h × t 1 . Finally, we have to check that these two properties determine h uniquely. Let h 1 , h 2 : S → PGL(V ) be two such morphisms. Define h = h 1 h −1 2 . Then h[t 1 ] = t 1 , and the pullback h × t 1 * Λ is the identity automorphism. Replacing S by ań etale cover, we can lift h to a morphism h ′ : S → GL(V ), and this induces an
Applying p S * to (1.22), we obtain
Since h × t 1 * Λ = id, the automorphism α ′ is a family of homotethies, i.e. p S * α ′ can be seen as a morphism S → C * , and considering the previous diagram, p S * h ′ can also be seen as a morphism from S to C * , the center of GL(V ), hence h is the identity morphism from S to PGL(V ).
Construction of R2
Recall that X is a smooth projective variety, and that all schemes are defined over C.
Lemma 2.1. Let S be a scheme (not necessarily smooth). Let Z ⊂ X × S be a closed subscheme with codim R (Z s , X × s) ≥ m for all closed points s ∈ S. Let M be a real manifold with dim R (M ) ≤ m − 1, and let
be a continuous map. Then f can be modified by a homotopy to a map f whose image misses Z.
Proof. Consider the cartesian product (in the category of topological spaces and continuous maps)
and X × M is smooth, we can modify (f X , id) homotopically to a map f 1 so that its image misses
Lemma 2.2. For a scheme S, let Z ⊂ X × S be a closed subscheme such that codim R (Z, X × S) ≥ 4. Let U S be the complement of Z. Then the inclusion i : U S ֒→ X × S induces an isomorphism of topological fundamental groups
Proof. To check that π 1 (i) is injective, let f : S 1 → U S be a loop mapping to zero, i.e. there exists a map g fitting into a commutative diagram
where D denotes the unit disk (whose boundary is S 1 ). By lemma 2.1 we can change g by a homotopy so that its image misses Z, hence [f ] ∈ π 1 (U S ) is zero. To check that π 1 (i) is surjective, let
be a loop. Applying lemma 2.1 we can change f by a homotopy so that it misses Z, hence it is a loop in U S
The monomorphism ρ 2 : G/Z ֒→ Aut(g ′ ) is the inclusion of the connected component of identity of Aut(g ′ ). Thus F = Aut(g ′ )/(G/Z) is a finite group.
Recall that the tautological family (1.19) parametrized by R 1 is denoted
Let U R 1 ⊂ X × R 1 be the open set where E R 1 is locally free. Then E R 1 gives a principal Aut(g ′ )-bundle P R 1 on U R 1 . Consider the functor Γ(ρ 2 , P R 1 ) defined as in (0.1).
Proposition 2.3. The functor Γ(ρ 2 , P R 1 ) is represented by a scheme R 2 −→ R 1 which isétale and finite over R 1 . Hence there is a tautological family parametrized by R 2
Proof. The set of isomorphism classes of S-families of ρ 2 -reductions is bijective to the set Mor U S (U S , P S (F )) (2.2) of sections of the pulled back principal F -bundle P S (F ) → U S . Since F is a finite group, giving the principal F -bundle p : P R 1 (F ) −→ U R 1 is equivalent to giving a representation of the fundamental group π 1 (U R 1 ) in F . By lemma 2.2 this fundamental group is isomorphic to π 1 (X × R 1 ). It follows that there is a unique principal F -bundle P R 1 (F ) on X × R 1 whose restriction to U R 1 is isomorphic to P R 1 (F ) . We claim that the set (2.2) is bijective to
Indeed, an element of the set (2.2) corresponds to a trivialization of the principal bundle P S (F ) −→ U S . If this is trivial, then also the principal bundle P R 1 (F ) S −→ X × S will be trivial, and trivializations of the former are in bijection with trivializations of the later, and these correspond to elements of (2.3).
Finally, since X × R 1 −→ R 1 is projective and faithfully flat, P R 1 (F ) −→ X × R 1 is anétale and surjective morphism over R 1 , and P R 1 (F ) −→ R 1 is projective. It follows from [Ra3, lemma 4.14.1] that the functor Γ(ρ 2 , P R 1 ) is representable by a scheme R 2 −→ R 1 which isétale and finite over R 1 .
This proposition, together with proposition 0.33, gives Corollary 2.4. The family P R 2 = (P
be the commutator subgroup. Then G/G ′ ∼ = C * q , and a principal G/G ′ -bundle is equivalent to q line bundles. Note that G/Z × G/G ′ = G/Z ′ , where Z ′ is the center of G ′ . Denote the projection in the first factor by
where J d i (X) is the Jacobian parameterizing line bundles on X with first Chern class equal to d i ∈ H 2 (X, C). Using a Poincare line bundle on
comes from the principal G/Z-bundle P G/Z R 2 of the family (2.1), and the line bundles L i on X × R ′ 2 , pulled back from Poincare line bundles on X × J d i .
Lemma 2.5. R ′ 2 represents the functor Γ(ρ ′ 2 , P R 2 ). Proof. It follows easily from the construction of R ′ 2 . There is a lift of the trivial C * action on the Jacobian J(X) to the Poincare bundle, making it a universal family with group C * . Using this action, lemma 2.5 and proposition 0.33, we have Corollary 2.6. There is a natural action of
), making it a universal family with
Construction of R3
Let Z ′ be the center of the commutator subgroup G ′ = [G, G] . It is a finite group. Consider the exact sequence of groups
Recall that the family (2.4) parametrized by R ′ 2 gives a principal
is the open set where the torsion free sheaf E R ′ 2 of (2.4) is locally free. First we will recall some facts about nonabelian cohomology. Given a scheme Y and a group H, we denote by H the sheaf of local functions from Y to H. Given a morphism p : Y → S, we define R i p * (H) to be the sheaf on S (withétale topology) associated to the presheaf
where H i denotes the Cech cohomology set with respect to theétale topology.
i.e., R i p * Z ′ is the constant sheaf with fiber H i (X, Z ′ ), the singular cohomology group of X with coefficients in Z ′ .
Proof. The second equality follows from the fact that Z ′ is discrete.
. The equality of the homotopy groups given in lemma 2.2 implies the equality of the singular homology groups
Now we will show that
is an isomorphism. To check that it is injective, consider a class α in H 2 (p −1 (U ), Z) that maps to zero. This means that there is a commutative diagram
where M 3 is a manifold of real dimension 3 with a triangulation, M 2 is its boundary, and f represents the class α. By lemma 2.1 g can be changed by a homotopy to a map g that misses Z U = X × U − U U . Then g factors through p −1 (U ), hence α is already zero in H 2 (p −1 (U ), Z).
To check that it is surjective, note that a singular cocycle in X × U can be represented by a map f :
where M 2 is a smooth manifold with real dimension 2 with a triangulation. By lemma 2.1 the map f can modified by a homotopy to a map f that misses Z M (hence factors through p −1 (U )). The map f is in the same homology class, so this proves surjectivity. By the universal coefficient theorem for singular cohomology ( [Sp] ), the singular cohomology group H i depends only on the singular homology groups H i and H i−1 with integer coefficients, hence
for i = 1 or 2. Taking sheafification we obtain
where p S : X × S → S is the projection to the second factor, and this last sheaf is
Given a scheme Y , the exact sequence (3.1) gives an exact sequence of pointed sets [Se1] , [F- 
where the distinguished element for each set corresponds to the trivial cocycle (recall that this means that the inverse image of the distinguished element of the last set is equal to the image of the first map). This exact sequence implies that, if p : Y −→ S is a morphism of schemes, then there is an exact sequence of sheaves of sets on S
that can be thought of as the relative version of the previous sequence.
Since Z ′ is abelian, the cohomology sets H i (Y, Z ′ ) are abelian groups. Let P be a principal G/Z ′ -bundle on a scheme Y → Spec C. Let P be a principal G/Z ′ -bundle on a scheme Y → Spec C. Recall the notion of reduction of structure group (definition 0.10).
Lemma 3.2. Assume there is a principal G-bundle P G with ρ 3 * P G ∼ = P . Then the set of isomorphism classes of reductions
Proof. Recall that this means that H 1 (X, Z ′ ) acts simply transitively on this set, i.e., it is a principal H 1 (X, Z ′ )-bundle over a point, and hence, for each reduction (P G , ϕ), there is a natural bijection between H 1 (X, Z ′ ) and the set of isomorphism classes of reductions, sending the identity element to (P G , ϕ).
To prove the lemma, let {g ij } be a G-cocycle describing P G , and let {z ij } be a cocycle in H 1 (X, Z ′ ). Then g ij z ij defines a principal G-bundle P G′ and an isomorphism ρ 3 * (P G′ ) ∼ = P . If we choose a different cocycle representing the same element in H 1 (X, Z ′ ), we obtain an isomorphic pair. It is easy to check that this yields a bijection.
Remark 3.3. In the previous proof we have used the fact that Z ′ is in the center of G. In general the set of reductions is bijective to a cohomology group with twisted coefficients.
The relative version of this bijection is as follows. Assume that we have a morphism p : Y −→ S, and a principal
Proof. Lemma 3.2 gives a bijection
Taking the sheafification on both sides, we obtain the result.
) is representable by a scheme R ′ 3é tale and finite over R ′ 2 . Proof. The strategy of the proof is as follows. First we will see that the the subschemeR ′ 2 ⊂ R ′ 2 corresponding to principal bundles that admit a reduction of structure group to G is union of connected components of R ′ 2 . Then we will show that the functor Γ(ρ 3 , P
) is a principal space overR ′ 2 , and that the structure group of this principal space is the finite group H 1 (X, Z ′ ), hence affine, and then it follows from descent theory that the functor is representable [FGA] .
, and using (3.3) we obtain a section of R 2 p * Z ′ . By lemma 3.1 this sheaf is constant with finite fiber, hence the section is locally constant and it vanishes in a subschemeR ′ 2 ⊂ R ′ 2 that is a union of certain connected components of R ′ 2 . By exactness of the sequence (3.3), we can coverR ′ 2 with open sets U i (in theétale topology) such that the section σ ′ | U i of R 1 p * G/Z ′ over U i lifts to a section σ i of R 1 p * G. Refining the cover U i if necessary, we can assume that
This means that there are principal G-bundles
, and then by (3.4), the functor
is represented by the scheme U i × H 1 (X, Z ′ ), and hence it is a principal H 1 (X, Z ′ )-bundle on U i .
By descent theory, it follows that Γ(ρ 3 , P
) is a principal H 1 (X, Z ′ )-bundle overR ′ 2 , and then the result follows.
Let R 3 ⊂ R ′ 3 be the subscheme corresponding to principal G-sheaves with fixed maximal invariants τ . The morphism R 3 → R ′ 2 is also finite. Then, proposition 3.5 together with corollary 2.6 and proposition 0.33 give Corollary 3.6. The scheme R 3 is a universal space with group PGL(V ) for the functor F G .
Note that we have used the fact that the action of G/G ′ on R 2 is trivial.
Construction of quotient
Let a reductive algebraic group H act on two schemes T and S. We will use the following ([Ra3, lemma 5.1]) Lemma 4.1 (Ramanathan) . If f : T → S is an affine H-equivariant morphism and p : S → S is a good quotient modulo H, then there is a good quotient q : T → T modulo H, and the induced morphism f : T → S is affine.
Furthermore, if f is finite, then f is finite. When f is finite and p : S → S is a geometric quotient, then q : T → T is also a geometric quotient. Proof. We use the notation of proposition 1.9. By geometric invariant theory there is a good quotient
where R/ / SL(V ) is a projective scheme. By proposition 1.10, the inclusion R 1 ֒→ R is proper, hence the restriction
is a good quotient onto a projective scheme, and it is a geometric quotient on the open set R s 1 corresponding to stable g ′ -sheaves. Since the center of SL(V ) acts trivially on R 1 , this is also a quotient modulo PGL(V ).
The following composition is a finite morphism
is a good quotient modulo PGL(V ), whose restriction to
By Ramanathan's lemma 4.1, there exists a good quotient modulo PGL(V )
By corollary 3.6, the scheme R 3 is a universal space with group PGL(V ) for the functor F G , hence by proposition 0.32, the projective scheme M τ G corepresents the functor F G .
The last statement follows also from Ramanathan's lemma, because f is finite.
Two semistable principal sheaves are called GIT-equivalent if they correspond to the same point in the moduli space. Now we will show that this amounts to the notion of S-equivalence given in the introduction (definition 0.8).
Let P = (P, E, ϕ) be a semistable principal sheaf. If P is stable, we define grad P = P. If it is strictly semistable, let E λ• be an admissible filtration, i.e. a balanced algebra filtration with
Let U ′ be the open subset of X where E λ• is a vector bundle filtration. By lemma 5.3 this amounts to a reduction P Q of P | U ′ to a parabolic subgroup Q ⊂ G and a character χ of the Lie algebra of Q. Let Q ։ L be its Levi quotient, and L ֒→ Q ⊂ G a splitting. In the introduction we called the principal G-sheaf
the admissible deformation of P associated to E λ• .
Proposition 4.3. Any admissible deformation of P is semistable. If we iterate this process, after a finite number of steps it stops, i.e., a G-sheaf is obtained such that any admissible deformation is isomorphic to itself. This G-sheaf depends only on P, so we can denote it grad P. Two principal sheaves P and P ′ are GIT-equivalent if and only if they are Sequivalent, i.e. grad P ∼ = grad P ′ .
Proof. Let z ∈ R 3 and let SL(V ) · z be the closure of its orbit SL(V ) · z. It is a union of orbits, and by definition of good quotient, it has a unique closed orbit B 3 (z). The orbit B 3 (z) can also be characterized as the orbit in SL(V ) · z with minimal dimension. Two points z and z ′ in R 3 are S-equivalent (they are mapped to the same point in the moduli space) if and only if B 3 (z) = B 3 (z ′ ). Claim. If SL(V ) · z is not closed, then there exists a one-parameter subgroup λ of SL(V ) such that the limit z 0 = lim t→0 λ(t) · z is in SL(V ) · z \ SL(V ) · z. Indeed, recall that we have a finite SL(V ) equivariant morphism
where R 1 is the closure of R 1 in the projective variety R defined in proposition 1.9. Note that J d ×R 1 is the open subscheme of semistable points of the projective variety
, because f sends orbits to orbits and dim(f (SL(V ) · z)) = dim(SL(V ) · f (z)), since f is equivariant and finite. By [Si, lemma 1.25] , there is a one parameter subgroup λ of SL(V ) such that lim t→0 λ(t) · f (z) ∈ B(f (z)), and
For any one-parameter subgroup with µ(f (z), λ) = 0, the limit lim t→0 λ(t) · f (z), exists and is semistable [G-S, prop 2.14], and since f is proper, lim t→0 λ(t) · z also exists in R 3 .
There is a bijection between 1-parameter subgroups of SL(V ) with µ(z, λ) = 0 and admissible filtrations E λ• of E together with a splitting of the induced filtration H 0 (E λ• (m)) in V . Indeed, let λ be a 1-parameter subgroup of SL(V ). This gives a decomposition V = ⊕V λ i , where λ acts on V λ i as multiplication by t λ i , and thus a filtration
). This is a balanced filtration which, being µ(z, λ) = 0, is in fact an algebra filtration, and µ(z, λ) coincides with the left hand side of (4.1), and then it is an admissible filtration. (see proof of proposition 1.8).
Conversely, an admissible filtration produces a filtration H 0 (E λ• (m)) of V , and a splitting of this filtration gives a 1-parameter subgroup with µ(z, λ) = 0.
Choose a quotient q : V ⊗ O X (−m) → E, and let z ∈ R 3 be the point corresponding to (q, P). The point z and the action on it of the one-parameter subgroup associated to the admissible filtration give a morphism C * → R 3 , and this extends to a morphism h : T = C −→ R 3 with z 0 = h(0). We will show that the point z 0 corresponds to the associated admissible deformation. Then it will follow that the limit lim t→0 λ(t) · z is not in the orbit of z if and only if the associated admissible deformation is not isomorphic to P. Let λ be such a 1-parameter subgroup. Note that since SL(V )
and then if we iterate this process (with z 0 and another 1-parameter subgroup as before) we get a sequence of points z 0 , z ′ 0 , z ′′ 0 ,... that must stop giving a point in B(z). The independence of grad P up to isomorphism is clear as there is only one closed orbit in SL(V ) · z.
To finish the proof it only remains to show that the point z 0 corresponds to the associated admissible deformation. This will be done constructing a based family (q T , P T ) = (q T , P T , E T , ϕ T ) such that (q t , P t ) corresponds to the point h(t) ∈ R 3 when t = 0 and P 0 is the associated admissible deformation. Since R 3 is separated, it will follow that (q 0 , P 0 ) = (q 0 , P 0 , E 0 , ϕ 0 ) corresponds to z 0 .
Let q = l ⊕ u be a Levi decomposition, let v ∈ z l be the element in the center of l Killing dual to χ| z l . Without loss of generality we will assume that v gives a one-parameter subgroup of Z(L), the center of the Levi factor L corresponding to l. Indeed, on the one hand, an integer multiple av gives such a subgroup (lemma 5.4), and on the other hand, if we replace the indexes λ i by aλ i , the associated one-parameter subgroup λ(t) is replaced by λ(t a ), h(t) is replaced by h(t a ) and v by av, but this doesn't change the limit z 0 .
The based family is defined as follows. For any n ∈ Z, define E n = E λ i(n) , where i(n) is the maximum index with λ i(n) ≤ n. Let N be a positive integer such that E n = 0 for n ≤ −N , and write V n = H 0 (E n (m)). Borrowing the formalism from [H-L, §4.4]
where v n is a local section of V n ⊗ O X (−m), and w i , w j are local sections of E i and E j . Then, as in [H-L, §4.4] , it is (q t , E t , ϕ t ) corresponds to h(t) (in particular, (E t , ϕ t ) is isomorphic to (E, ϕ)), and (E 0 , ϕ 0 ) is the admissible deformation associated to E λ• . Let Q = LU be the Levi decomposition of the group G corresponding to the Levi decomposition q = l⊕ u. The adjoint action of Ψ(t) on any x ∈ Lie(U ) has zero limit as t goes to zero, since using the root decomposition x = R + (z l ) x α with respect, this action is
and the limit is zero because α ∈ R + (t), thus α(v) > 0. Therefore, since the exponential map is G-equivariant with respect to the adjoint action, on any element
Thus, since Ψ(t) is in the center of L, the adjoint action Ψ(t) · lu = Ψ(t) −1 luΨ(t) on any lu ∈ LU = Q has limit
where U ′ is the open set where gr (E) is locally free. Then P T is defined to be the principal G-bundle on U ′ × T described by
Note that Ψ was defined for t ∈ C * , but the previous observations show that this cocycle can be extended to t = 0, and for t = 0 it gives the principal G-bundle P Q (Q ։ L ֒→ G), admitting a reduction of structure group to L. To show that (q T , P T ) is well defined, we have to show that
X , W n ⊂ W the trivial subbundle defined as the direct sum of the first rk E n summands, and W n = W n /W n−1 . Take a covering {U ′ α } of U ′ such that there are trivializations ψ α :
respecting the filtration on E, i.e., such that ψ restricts to an isomorphism between W n | U ′ α and E n | U ′ α . Define the following g ′ -sheaf isomorphism
where v n is a local section of W n . The transition functions h αβ :
U can be chosen to be block-upper triangular
This is well defined for t = 0 because M λ i λ j = 0 when λ i − λ j < 0. Note that the image of γ −1 (t)h αβ γ(t) is in Aut(g ′ ) because γ(t) ∈ Aut(g ′ ) for all t = 0. Since the adjoint action of Ψ(t) on h αβ is precisely Ψ(t) · h αβ = γ −1 (t)h αβ γ(t), we obtain that
Finally, it is easy to check that (q t , P t ) corresponds to h(t) and P 0 = grad P.
Slope (semi)stability as rational (semi)stability
In [Ra2] ,Ramanathan defines a rational principal bundle on X to be a principal bundle P over a big open set U ⊂ X, and he gives a notion of (semi)stability, which is a direct generalization of his notion of (semi)stability in [Ra3] for dim X = 1.
Definition 5.1 (Ramanathan) . A rational principal G bundle P −→ U ⊂ X is (semi)stable if for any reduction P Q to a parabolic subgroup Q over a big open set U ′ ⊂ U , and for any dominant character χ of Q, we have
where P Q (χ) is the line bundle on U ′ associated to the reduction P Q and the character χ.
Let (P, E, ϕ) be a principal G-sheaf and let U be the open set where E is locally free. In particular we have a rational principal G-bundle P −→ U ⊂ X. In this section we will show that (P, E, ϕ) is slope-(semi)stable if and only if this rational bundle is (semi)stable in the sense of Ramanathan. In particular, we will obtain that if X is a curve, our notion of (semi)stability for principal bundles coincides with the notion of Ramanathan. As mentioned in the introduction, this section plays also the role of an appendix where we prove some facts that have been already used.
Let g be a Lie algebra. A balanced filtration is a collection of integers λ 1 < · · · < λ t+1 labeling subspaces
. We call it balanced algebra filtration if, whenever
There is an associated graded Lie algebra
Lemma 5.2. Let g ′ be a semisimple Lie algebra endowed with a balanced algebra filtration g ′ λ• . Then the associated graded algebra
Proof. Let W be the vector space underlying the Lie algebra g ′ . Choose a basis e l of W adapted to the filtration g ′ λ• . Using this basis and the weights λ • , we define a one-parameter subgroup λ(t) of SL(W ) (since the filtration is balanced, this one-parameter subgroup belongs to SL(W ), and not just GL(W )). The Lie algebra structure of W gives a point v = a n lm e l ⊗ e m ⊗ e n in the linear space W ∨ ⊗ W ∨ ⊗ W . The action of the one-parameter subgroup is given by a n lm −→ t λ i(l) +λ j(m) −λ k(n) a n lm , where i(l) is the minimum integer for which e l ∈ g ′ λ i (l) . The point v ∈ P(W ∨ ⊗W ∨ ⊗ W ) is GIT-semistable with respect to the natural action of SL(W ) and polarization in O P (1) (lemma 1.5), hence the Hilbert-Mumford criteria implies
, contradicting the fact that g ′ λ• is an algebra filtration. Since µ = 0, the following limit exists and is nonzero
The subset of points of W ∨ ⊗ W ∨ ⊗ W − {0} giving a Lie algebra structure is closed, hence v 0 gives a Lie algebra structure on W . By construction, the coordinates b n lm of (W, v 0 ) are
hence (W, v 0 ) is semisimple. By the rigidity of semisimple Lie algebras [Ri] 
of the bundle of algebras E = P (g ′ ) associated to P by the adjoint representation of G ′ on its Lie algebra g ′ .
Let q = l ⊕ u be a Levi decomposition, let v ∈ z l be the element in the center of the Levi subalgebra l which is Killing dual to χ| z l , and let R(z l ) be the set of roots of g ′ with respect to the toral algebra z l . The set of integers {λ i } i=1,... ,t+1 is equal to the set {α(v)} α∈R(z l )∪{0}
Proof. We start with a filtration (5.2). Take a point x of Y where the filtration is a bundle filtration. Fix an isomorphism between the fiber of E at this point and g ′ . We obtain a balanced filtration g ′ λ• of g ′ as in (5.1). By lemma 5.2, the associated graded Lie algebra gr (g ′ λ• ) is isomorphic to g ′ , and using this isomorphism we obtain a decomposition giving g ′ the structure of a graded Lie algebra
Using this decomposition, define an endomorphism of g ′ λ :
It is easy to check that this endomorphism is a derivation. Indeed, if v i ∈ g ′ λ i and
Since g ′ is semisimple, it follows that there is a semisimple element v ∈ g ′ such that λ(·) = [v, ·] . Let z v be the center of the centralizer c v of v. It is a toral algebra, i.e., an algebra consisting of semisimple elements, thus abelian [Hum, §8.1] . Consider the root decomposition with respect to z v (see [B-T, §3])
Note that in this decomposition, if α = 0, then g ′ 0 = c v , the centralizer of v. This decomposition is a refinement of (5.3). Indeed, we have
Claim. The direct summand g ′ α=0 in the decomposition (5.5) is equal to the direct summand g ′ λ i =0 in the decomposition (5.3).
To prove this claim, take a root α ′ with α ′ (v) = 0. Let x ∈ g ′ α ′ . We have [v, x] = α ′ (v)x = 0, then x is in the centralizer c v of v. By definition z v is the center of c v , thus [w, x] = 0 for all w ∈ z v . It follows that x is in the root space corresponding to α = 0, hence α ′ = 0 and the claim is proved.
The claim implies that the set of roots α such that α(v) > 0 gives a set of positive roots R + (z v ). Using (5.4), (5.6) and the claim, we obtain
The inclusion E 0 ⊂ E gives a reduction of structure group of the principal G ′ -bundle P to the parabolic subgroup Q ⊂ G ′ corresponding to g ′ 0 ⊂ g ′ , because the stabilizer (under the adjoint action of a connected group) of a parabolic subalgebra is the corresponding parabolic subgroup.
Finally, if we define χ(·) = (v, ·) is a dominant character of g ′ 0 (where (·, ·) is the Killing form), because (χ, α) = α(v) is a positive integer for all positive roots.
Reciprocally, assume now that we are given a reduction of P to a parabolic subgroup Q and a dominant character χ of q = Lie(Q). Choose a decomposition q = l ⊕ u into a Levi and unipotent subalgebras, and let z l be the center of l. Let v ∈ z l be the Killing dual to χ| z l , i.e. χ(·) = (v, ·). Consider the root decomposition of g ′ with respect to z l
By hypothesis α(v) = (χ, α) is an integer for all roots α. Define a filtration
This is a balanced algebra filtration of g ′ , because dim
Clearly q ⊆ g ′ 0 , and furthermore q = g ′ 0 because χ is dominant. It is also clear that l ⊆ c v , the centralizer of v, and since χ is dominant, it is l = c v , hence the center of l is the center of the centralizer c v .
The adjoint action of Q on g ′ satisfies the following property
This implies that the filtration (5.7) is respected by the adjoint action of Q in the sense that
. Since P has a reduction to Q, this produces a filtration as in (5.2).
It is easy to check that these two constructions are inverse to each other, and by construction {λ i } i=1,... ,t+1 = {α(v)} α∈R(z l )∪{0} . Proof. Let h be a Cartan algebra contained in l and let H be the maximal torus of the connected group G corresponding to h. Let R(h) be the set of roots with respect to h. The element v ∈ z l ⊂ h is a coweights, because it gives an integer when evaluated on any root β ∈ R(h). Indeed, the roots α : z l → C with respect to z l are obtained by restricting the roots β : h → C to z, but by lemma 5.3, α(v) ∈ Z for all α ∈ R(z l ). The lattice X ∨ (H) of one-parameter subgroups of H is a sublattice of the lattice of coweights Z(W ∨ ), and the quotient is finite, hence there is an integer a such that av ∈ X ∨ (H), and this one-parameter subgroup of H can be written as
where Z(L) is the center of the Lie factor L corresponding to l.
On the other hand, the character χ is dominant, and in particular it belongs to the weight lattice Z(W ). The lattice X(H) of characters of H is a sublattice of Z(W ), with finite quotient, hence there is an integer b such that bχ ∈ X(H).
Lemma 5.5. Let P be a principal G ′ -bundle over a big open set U ⊂ X with a reduction P Q to a parabolic subgroup Q ⊂ G ′ , let Ξ be a dominant character of Q and χ the associated character of q. Assume that (χ, α) is an integer for all roots of g ′ . Let
be the balanced algebra filtration associated to it by lemma 5.3. Then
where P Q (Ξ) is the line bundle associated to P Q by the character Ξ.
Proof. Let L be the Levi factor of Q, and Z L the center of L. Consider the root decomposition with respect to the Lie algebra z l of Z L
Let v ∈ z l be the Killing dual of χ, i.e. z l is the Lie algebra of Z L and χ(·) = (v, ·). Define an order < v in the set R(z l ) ∪ {0} by declaring α < v α ′ if (α − α ′ )(v) < 0. In general, < v is not a total order, because it can happen that (α ′ − α)(v) = 0 even if α and α ′ are different. Choose a refinement of this to get a total order ≺. Number all the roots (including α = 0) α 1 ≻ α 2 ≻ . . . ≻ α l+1 in descending order with respect to ≺, and define a filtration g ′
For the adjoint action of Q on g ′ it is
This has two consequences: on the one hand, there is an induced action of Q on
and on the other hand, P produces a filtration 0 E α 1 E α 2 · · · E α l E α l+1 = E (5.11) Note that, although as vector spaces g ′ α and (gr g ′ ) α i are isomorphic, they are not isomorphic as Q-modules: indeed, while Q · (gr g ′ ) α i ⊂ (gr g ′ ) α i , in general we only have Q · g ′ α ⊆ β≥α g ′ β .
The filtration (5.11) is a refinement of (5.8), with
Furthermore, E α i = E α i /E α i−1 is isomorphic to the vector bundle associated to P Q using the action of Q on (gr g ′ ) α . Since this filtration is a refinement of (5.8), it is deg(E λ i ) = α(v)=−λ i deg(E α ), (5.13) where E λ i = E λ i /E λ i−1 .
For each root α in R(z l ) the adjoint action of Q on (gr g ′ ) α gives a character
Every character of a parabolic subgroup factors through its Levi quotient L, and every character of a Levi is induced by a character of its center Z L . This gives a canonical bijection between characters of Q and characters of Z L . In particular, we have a commutative diagram
where we denote by (dim g ′ α )α the character of Q induced by the character on Z L corresponding to the element (dim g ′ α )α of the root lattice. Hence, det(E α ) ∼ = P Q (dim g ′ α )α . (5.14)
Using equation (5.13), the left hand side of (5.9) is equal to the degree of the line bundle
Using (5.14), this line bundle is equal to (dim g ′ α )α(v)α(w) , and the claim follows because this holds for all w ∈ z L . Since χ = Ξ, it follows that the line bundle (5.15) is isomorphic to P Q (Ξ), and the lemma is proved. Corollary 5.6. A principal G-sheaf (P, E, ϕ) is slope-(semi)stable if and only if the associated rational principal G-bundle P −→ U ⊂ X is (semi)stable.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we can assume that G is semisimple. Assume that (P, E, ϕ) is slope-(semi)stable. Consider a reduction to a parabolic subgroup Q of P | U ′ −→ U ′ ⊂ U , where U ′ is a big open set, and a dominant character Ξ of Q. This gives a dominant character χ of q = Lie(Q). A positive integer multiple χ ′ = cχ has the property that (χ ′ , α) is integer for all roots. Consider the balanced algebra filtration E U ′ λ• associated to χ ′ by lemma 5.3. This is a filtration of E| U ′ , that can be extended uniquely to a saturated filtration E λ i of E on X (namely, the intersection E λ i of E and the reflexive sheaf F λ i extending E U ′ λ• to X inside E ∨∨ ). By lemma 5.5, and using the slope-(semi)stability of (P, E, ϕ) we have
Hence P −→ U ⊂ X is (semi)stable. Conversely, assume that P → U ⊂ X is (semi)stable. Consider a balanced algebra filtration of E. Without loss of generality, we assume that this filtration is saturated. Let U ′ ⊂ U ⊂ X be the big open set where this filtration is a bundle filtration. Lemma 5.3 produces a reduction P Q on U ′ of P to a parabolic subgroup and a dominant character χ of q = Lie(Q). By lemma 5.4, there is a positive integer b such that bχ gives a character Ξ ′ of Q. Then, using lemma 5.5 and the (semi)stability of P , we have
Hence (P, E, ϕ) is slope-(semi)stable.
Corollary 5.7. If X is a curve, our notion of (semi)stability for principal bundles coincides with the notion of Ramanathan.
We end with the characterization of (semi)stability in terms of the Killing form announced in the introduction.
Corollary 5.8. Let (P, E, ϕ) be a principal G-sheaf or just let (E, ϕ) be a g ′ -sheaf. A balanced algebra filtration of E is saturated if and only if it is orthogonal (definitions 0.6 or 0.16) . So, for its (semi)stability (definition 0.7 or 0.19) it is enough to consider those balanced algebra filtrations which are orthogonal.
Proof. We have seen that a balanced algebra filtration of g ′ -sheaves is induced from a filtration of Lie algebras as in (5.10). On the other hand, for a semisimple Lie algebra we have
The result follows easily from these two facts.
